The paper describes a method by which one could use the documents captured from low-resolution handheld devices to retrieve the originals of those documents from a document store. The method considers conjunctively two complementary feature sets. First, the geometrical distribution of the color in the document's 2D image plane is preferred. Secondly, the shallow layout features is considered due to the poor resolution of the captured documents. We propose in this article to fuse those two complementary feature sets in order to improve document identification performance. Finally, in order to test the influence of merging strategies on document identification performance, a synergic method is proposed and evaluated relative to a similar method in which feature sets are simply considered sequentially.
INTRODUCTION
The need for document image retrieval system has become increasingly apparent, as more and more heterogeneous documents are archived in digital libraries, office automation, etc. These systems operate on document databases to recover relevant documents in response to a query and the matching of document image is used as the kernel technology. The concept of relevance is most likely to be associated with the contents. The content could be expressed using two types of features sets: character or local features and layout or global features. The extraction of local features such as textures, shapes, etc. is mostly dependent on the distortion, noise and the quality of the captured documents. The global features helps to retrieve the set of similar documents but it under performs for finding the exact document as compared to the local features. However, in many practical situations local features are correlated with the global features. Therefore, a successful document image retrieval algorithm should combine both the local and global feature to achieve more outstanding performance.
The classical approach for retrieving document image is based on character features by matching of textual content of the document using OCR technology [6] . The drawback of such approaches is that it is time-consuming and requires different OCR systems to deal with different languages. The other approach is based on the image information directly such as texture [3] , layout [5] , etc. The input of most of the above-mentioned systems is either a scanned document of 300 dpi or higher and of uniform background. Such systems are difficult to use if the perceived document image is captured from a low-resolution handheld device and compressed with quality-losing format such as JPEG.
In this paper, we propose an image-based retrieval method for documents captured from low-resolution handheld devices targeting documents with a limited textual content and a variable layout such as projected slides during presentations. Such captured documents could be queried to the system to retrieve the original slides, which are linked with audio/video recordings of conferences, seminars, meetings, lectures, etc. Slide identification has already been tackled using OCR and text layout [4] . However, such systems need at least some textual content and a uniform background which is not always the case in a slide. On the other hand, color is a low-level feature that has been rarely incorporated along with the layout features for document identification. The proposed method uses two types of feature to retrieve the original electronic documents. One is the geometrical distribution of colors in the document image plane and is considered as a set of global feature. The other one is the shallow layout feature and is considered as a set of local features.
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FEATURE EXTRACTION
The projected slides captured from a handheld device not only contain the projected part but also the surrounding background. It is thus necessary to remove the background and to rectify the skewing of the remaining document image [1] . Each rectified captured document as well as each original electronic document is processed for the extraction of the features set, which facilitates the identification of the captured low-resolution documents by matching the corresponding features set between the captured and original electronic documents. The global feature set is first computed and followed by its local feature set.
Geometrical Color Distribution Features
This feature set is extracted by considering the geometrical distribution of the similar pixels in the document image plane. Often, the values of pixels in the captured images and corresponding pixels in the original image are not the same due to the presence of color cast, which is the predominant superimposed color. This is due to changes in the lighting environment, surface properties of the target object and even the characteristics of the capture devices. However, the geometrical distributions of the pixels in the image plane remain preserved. Therefore, we believe that the geometrical distribution of similar pixels is more powerful than the spatial distributions in any one of the color space in the case of image captured from the low-resolution handheld devices. The distribution is computed after grouping of the pixels of similar color and is done by using the K-Means clustering. The value of K is derived from the number of predominant peaks in the reduced RGB color histograms. The geometrical distributions of pixels in each of the cluster are computed and represented with an ellipse with five parameters. These are center, variance, and density of the cluster and represent the geometrical distribution of each cluster in the 2-D image plane [1] . In Figure 1 , the number of ellipse corresponds to the number of clusters, the center and axes of each ellipse represents the respective geometrical center and variance in the 2-D image plane. It is observed that the number of clusters in the captured image is often less than that of the original and is due to the presence of color cast.
Shallow Layout Features
This feature set is mainly based on the layout information of the document. The resolution of the captured documents is very low (450 × 560 pixels, < 75 dpi) for the extraction of the complete layout structure. For this reason, the shallow layout feature is extracted, which is based on the layout structure and close to the perception of human vision. The extraction process is a top-down approach i.e. first of all, the global information of the document is considered and then partition the document into blocks before classifying them into texts, images, solid bars, bars with text.
Moreover
The detailed extraction procedures and structuring of the above-mentioned feature set has been explained by Behera et al. [2] . Figure 2 illustrates the bounding boxes of each of the feature, such as text lines, solid lines, words, graphics, bullets, etc. of an original document.
FEATURE MATCHING STRATEGIES
For the matching of geometrical color distribution features, the algorithm takes into account the number of clusters and the properties of each cluster in both the original and queried documents. Often, the number of clusters in the captured and the original image is different and is due to presence of color cast in captured documents. The idea is to bring the number of clusters and their geometrical distribution of both the captured and original image as close as possible by merging and comparing. Two or more clusters are to be merged if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: a) the sum of the cluster densities of the merged clusters and b) the resulting geometrical centroids are close to the respective cluster density and geometrical centroid of the one to be compared with. Figure 3 is an example of such merging and comparing of clusters in the original and captured image of Figure 1 . Before merging, there are 7 clusters in the original image (solid ellipse) and only 5 in the captured image (dotted ellipse, Figure 3a) . The clusters are merged and compared using the above-mentioned method and the final number of clusters is brought down to 4 and is the closest one. Figure 3b shows the resulting clusters whose corresponding center and axes are much closer with comparison to Figure 3a . The clusters are compared in an ascending order of their densities. The similarity distance between each cluster's geometrical properties, in the original and in the captured image, is then computed [1] . In case of layout features, the feature score is computed at each of the feature level (text, image, bullets, bars, etc.) of the layout signature by comparing the number of elements and their geometrical properties. A predefined weight is assigned to each feature level according to their priority level. The weighted sums of the features' score are computed (f l ) and compared. The signature having the highest score is picked up and corresponds to the identified document [2] .
In case of sequential matching, the matching procedure considers a single feature set; followed by another till the desired solution is reached [1] . In this scenario, some solutions are sometimes removed too early due to the fact that the first feature tested is weaker as compared to all other existing features. Therefore, a better strategy to overcome this drawback consists in fusing features sets. In this case, first the distributed color feature score (f dc ) is used for pre-filtering the solution space and then the final score is computed by summing up the scores of both features. Let D = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n } is the set of signatures of the documents in the repository and s q is the signature of the queried image. The set S = {s 1 , 
EVALUATION, RESULTS & ANALYSIS
The evaluation of the proposed method has been performed by querying 355 slides from 16 different slideshows captured using a DV camera (Sony, DCR-TRV27E, PAL, 1 mega pixels). There are a total of 2000 slides in the repository from 60 different slideshows. The identification rate, I = # correct documents retrieved / # total documents queried, is used for the evaluation.
In Table 1 , the average identification rate for each slideshow is displayed for a) sequential matching of features, first layout and then distributed color features and b) the fused features matching. The procedure compares the performances for identifying the exact match and further to find the correct match among the top five and top ten solutions. The last row of the table represents the average values for all 16 slideshows. In case of sequential matching of the features sets, the performance is 89%, whereas it is 92% and 93% of the time within the top five and top ten, respectively. Often, we observed that several solutions have the same final matching score and in this case the system picks up the first one. This is due to the fact that some slides such as the title slide, the last slide (Thank You) and result slide with similarly structured figures and legends from different presentations result in similar feature sets. The performance of the matching using the above-mentioned fused feature sets surpasses (91%, 94% and 95%) over than that of the sequential matching often due to the poor quality of the low-resolution captured images, which results in the introducing error in the layout features (local), which is used for the final identification in the sequential matching. This is overcome by the matching using fused features as the distributed color feature which is considered as the global feature is comparatively less sensitive to the noisy low-resolution captured images. The fusion strategy is simply the linear combination of the geometrical distribution of color and layout features. In near future, we plan to improve the fusion strategy by using heuristics to combine the different features from the various feature sets.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The method proposed here, identifies documents captured from low-resolution handheld devices based on (a) the geometrical distribution of the color, and (b) the shallow layout structure of the documents. Finally, an evaluation of the proposed method has been presented. In the near future, we plan to develop a method in order to calibrate colors automatically and an identification method which considers only the color features for improvement in performance. 
